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Chairman's Report
This past year has been a busy one
defending the interests of Canada’s
sheep industry on both the domestic
and international stages. Our role is to
advocate on behalf of all producers from
coast to coast and we have certainly been
held to task this year.
One of the largest issues that the Canadian
Sheep Federation tackled this year was
the Country-of-Origin Labelling (COOL)
legislation in the US. Canada’s victory
in the World Trade Organization (WTO)
dispute with the US over the legislation
was a short lived one when US lawmakers
soon suggested leaving COOL legislation
in place for sheep and lamb products
while repealing it for other livestock
sectors. The CSF has lobbied every level
of government, as well as provincial and
federal farming organizations for support in
continuing to advocate that the US commit
to the full repeal of COOL legislation. In
the meantime, the CSF has provided
trade negotiators with a list of imported
products against which retaliatory tariffs
could be assessed. There is absolutely no
doubt that COOL legislation has severely
impacted Canada’s ability to ship market
lambs to the US, and its important for the
CSF to continue the fight for full repeal of
the legislation.
On a much more positive note, the CSF
has worked with the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency to try and establish an
export market for Canadian sheep and
lambs into Mexico. The Board of Directors
provided recommendations for an export
certificate and the CSF is considering
joining a multi-stakeholder CanadaMexico partnership. This partnership will
help build industry connections that could
open more markets.

The CSF joined the Canadian Federation
of Agriculture’s membership this year,
a decision that has really benefited the
sheep industry. Membership in the CFA
has allowed the sheep sector to leverage
its connections with a greater number of
industry organizations to have a greater
voice in Ottawa. The support from CFA
members on key sheep industry issues
has been invaluable.
The Canadian Sheep Federation has spent
quite a bit of this year working through
traceability
consultations,
including
building a new database that will house
current and future program data. We are
going to look at tag alternatives that will
make traceability more affordable while
keeping the ID program functional. A lot
has been done over the past year, with a
lot more to come.
The industry received funding to include
animal welfare and biosecurity into the
Food Safe Farm Practices Program, the
sheep industry’s on-farm food safety
program. The project is well underway, and
the On-Farm Food Safety Working Group
is hard at work building the program’s new
components. So far, the Food Safe Farm
Practices Program has provided training to
over 2,000 sheep producers nationwide.
Future training on the program’s new
components will be made available this
coming year.
Lamb prices have stayed strong over the
past year and wool prices are climbing.
Let’s hope for more of the same in the
year to come.

Phil Kolodychuk
Chairman
Canadian Sheep Federation
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Year 2014/2015
in Review
The Canadian Sheep Federation (CSF) is the national not-for-profit organization that represents over
11,000 Canadian sheep producers from across Canada. The Federation’s primary responsibility is to set
national policy for the sheep industry with a mission to work closely and cooperatively with all levels of
government and industry, both domestic and foreign, to further the viability, expansion and prosperity of
the Canadian sheep and wool industry.
Over the course of the past year, the CSF has focused on advocating on behalf of Canadian sheep
producers, administering its suite of national programs and growing opportunities for the industry. In
addition to its day-to-day operations, the Federation has worked on the following initiatives this year:
• Addressed the House of Commons Standing Committee on Agriculture and
Agri-Food with respect to interprovincial trade barriers.
• Addressed the Standing Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry with
respect to market access and industry competitiveness.
• Lobbied the federal government to advocate for full repeal of the United States
Country-of-origin labelling (COOL), and the implementation of retaliatory tariffs
barring full repeal. Rallied provincial general farming organizations to provide
support on the CSF’s COOL position.
• Negotiated with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency to generate revisions to proposed traceability program
requirements that reflected the interests of all Canadian sheep producers.
• Endorsed projects including the establishment of an ovine embryo transfer
facility in Eastern Canada, research into anthelmintic resistance in Haemonchus
contortus (Barberpole worm), and the development of respiratory vaccines to
fight Manheima haemolytica and Bibersteina trehalosi bacterial infections.
• Applied for recognition as the Canadian Sheep Identification Program administrator
to ensure the program is managed by the sheep industry.
• Initiated the development of a national traceability database built specifically to fit
the needs of the entire sheep industry.
• Consulted with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency on proposed small
ruminant import policy changes.
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• Worked with the Sheep Value Chain Round Table to develop a national research
strategy for the sheep industry and prioritize research needs.
• Undertaken revision of the Food Safe Farm Practices Program, the Canadian
sheep industry’s national on-farm food safety program, to include an animal care
assessment program and biosecurity programs…all the while providing FSFP
Program training free of charge to producers nationwide.
• Participated in the Canadian Meat Council’s technical symposium in support
of the industry’s commitment to addressing food safety, animal welfare and
antimicrobial use & antimicrobial resistance concerns.
• Revised the Canadian Sheep Industry Information for Lenders presentation, a
document that encourages lenders to fund sheep enterprises by highlighted
industry structure, in collaboration with the Sheep Value Chain Roundtable.
• Worked to influence future federal Growing Forward 3 funding stream through
its participation on the Canadian Federation of Agriculture’s Agriculture Policy
Framework Working Group.
• Helped develop a national strategy for revising Canada’s risk management suite
of programs through its participation in the Canadian Federation of Agriculture’s
Risk Management Working Group.
• Lobbied Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada to have breeding stock included for
eligibility in the Advanced Payments Program.
• Committed to helping resolve interprovincial trade barriers by joining the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture’s Internal Trade Committee.
• Worked with the Market Access Secretariat to open access to Mexico for mutton,
and more recently to consult on negotiations for live animal exports to Mexico.
• Lobbied the Market Access Secretariat to re-establish export of breeding stock
to the United States, and to establish cross-transit policy that would allow
movement of exports through the US to Mexico or for shipment through US
airports to other trading partners.
• Committed to supporting the Agriculture and Agri-Food Workforce Action Plan
by working with the Canadian Agricultural Human Resource Council as an Action
Plan implementation partner.
• Worked with the Canadian Agricultural Human Resource Council to write a
framework of national occupational standards for the sheep industry, aimed at
ensuring adequate training for sheep farm workers and managers.
The CSF continues to encourage producers to engage with their provincial organizations in identifying key
issues and industry needs.
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Executive Director's
Report
The Canadian Sheep Federation logged another
busy year this year. In addition to tackling a
number of new issues, work has begun on
expanding some of our producer programs and
broadening our advocacy reach.
Membership in the Canadian Federation of
Agriculture (CFA) has provided the CSF with some
new opportunities. In addition to the valuable
work done in and around Board meetings, the
CSF participates in three CFA Working Groups
(Risk Management, Strategic Investments and
Market Development) and the Internal Trade
Committee. These extra Working Groups and
Committees require a significant amount of our
time, but are truly worth the effort. They allow the
CSF to provide some pretty direct input into the
future of federal programs and policy, and ensure
that the interests of Canadian sheep producers
are covered.
The CSF had the opportunity to appear before
the House of Commons Standing Committee on
Agriculture and Agri-Food to discuss the limitations
imposed on the industry by interprovincial trade
barriers. Not long after, the CSF was asked to
appear before the Standing Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry to discuss market
access and industry competitiveness. Both
appearances went a long way to increasing the
visibility of the industry.
Country-of-origin labelling (COOL) legislation
was a big issue that the CSF dealt with this year.
The issue saw the CSF lobbying hard for the
full repeal of COOL, making a number of trips
to Parliament Hill and rallying other agriculture
sectors for support. The COOL fight is by no
means over and we expect it to keep us busy in
the new year.
Expansion of the Food Safe Farm Practices
Program launched this past summer and the
CSF’s On-Farm Food Safety Working Group is
hard at work building new components into the
program.

The project has some ambitious guidelines, with
new training expected to be available by next
April, but we’re confident that the project will
meet that deadline. In the meantime, the CSF
has applied for funding to implement the Scrapie
Eradication Strategic Plan and hopes to have
that project underway very early in the New Year.
The CSF has been working to expand its
international connections. The sheep industry
in Mexico is interested in getting together to
talk about market opportunities and the CSF is
considering joining a Canada-Mexico partnership
to build ties between countries. Recently, the
CSF met with a delegation of sheep producers,
industry leaders, veterinarians and government
staff from Columbia to discuss opportunities
for collaboration. Columbian producers are
interested in Canadian genetics, technology and
programs that can help them build their own
industry.
Finally, we have seen some forward movement
on traceability. Traceability consultations are
ongoing but the Canadian sheep industry has
already logged a few ‘wins’ in the process.
We’ve managed to sway proposed policy in the
interest of producers and hope to continue to do
so in the year to come. Development has started
on what will be the industry’s new traceability
database, with a lot more work to do.
Despite the sheer volume of work, the past year
was a promising one. The industry’s profile is
growing both domestically and internationally,
and the outlook for the industry remains positive.

Corlena Patterson
Executive Director
Canadian Sheep Federation
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Memberships

The help support Canada's sheep industry,
the Canadian Sheep Federation maintains
memberships in the following organizations,
including participation within their various
committees and working groups:

The Canadian Animal Health
Coalition (CAHC) is a not for profit
organization serving Canada´s
farmed animal industry. The
organization is a partnership
of organizations all recognizing
a shared responsibility for an
effective Canadian animal health
system. The CAHC is resourced
with expertise, information and
funded projects to offer Canada´s
farmed animal industry a capacity
to build consensus, share
information, provide expertise and
project management.

The Canadian Federation of
Agriculture (CFA) was founded in
1935 to provide Canada’s farmers
with a single voice in Ottawa, It is the
country’s largest farmers’ organization.
Its members include provincial general
farm organizations as well as national
and inter-provincial commodity
organizations from every province.
Through its members, CFA represents
over 200,000 Canadian farmers and
farm families.

The Canadian Livestock
Genetics Association (CLGA)
is a nationwide, not-for-profit
trade association representing
the market access and animal
health interests of those
involved in the sale, service
and promotion of livestock
genetics both domestically and
internationally.
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Since its incorporation in March
2010, the Canadian Forage
and Grassland Association
has been providing a national
voice for all Canadians who
produce hay and forage
products and for those whose
production is dependent upon
forage/grassland production.

The goal of Canadian Global
Food Animal Residue
Avoidance Database
(CgFARAD) is to facilitate the
translation and transfer of critical
food animal drug residue and
pharmacokinetics knowledge,
compiled from several
stakeholder groups, to end-users
of the information (veterinarians,
producers) to prevent violative
drug residues in food animals
when extra-label drug use (ELDU)
is necessary, or animals are
exposed to toxic chemicals.

The National Farmed Animal
Helath & Welfare Council
(NFHAW) was formed as an
advisory council by the FederalProvincial-Territorial Regulatory
Assistant Deputy Ministers of
Agriculture Committee (FPT
Reg ADMs) but reports to all
stakeholders. The NFAHW
Council is funded jointly by those
federal and provincial government
agencies/departments and
industry organizations which
have committed to the NFAHW
Council.

National Farm Animal Care Council
(NFACC) is the national lead for farm
animal care and welfare in Canada. The
organization is a collaborative partnership
of diverse stakeholders that:
Facilitates and coordinates a consistent
approach to farm animal welfare in
Canada, demonstrating credibility in
domestic and international forums
&
Facilitates communication and
collaboration among all partners in
Canadian agriculture focusing on
responsible farm animal care and welfare.

Additionally, the CSF partners with the
following organizations on key factors that
affect the Canadian sheep industry:
Sheep Value Chain Round Table (ShVCRT)
Industry-Government Advisory Committee
on Traceability (IGAC)
National Identification Methodology
Advisory Committee (NIDMAC)
TraceCanada User Advisory Committee
Canadian Agricultural Human Resources
Council
Canadian Livestock Market Information
Advisory Council (CLMIAC)
Canadian On-Farm Food Safety
Committee

Traceability
The past year was a busy one on the
traceability front. Following last year’s
Annual General Meeting, the Canadian
Sheep Federation (CSF) Board of
Directors requested recognition from the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
as administrators of the Canadian Sheep
Identification Program (CSIP). Although
the CSF has played a pivotal role in the
program’s development, implementation
and administration, the Federation was
not officially recognized as the program
administrator. To ensure that Canada’s
sheep industry remains at the helm of
CSIP and further advances in traceability,
it was essential for the CSF to seek this
designation. Otherwise, key decisions on
things like program tags, distribution and
government relations would have been in
the hands of those with no vested interest
in the success of the industry.

With the request to be officially recognized
as program administrator, came the
need to find a new home for CSIP and
future traceability data. Knowing that
TraceCanada was developing a national
multi-species database that all sectors
would ultimately have to report to, the CSF
opted to work directly with TraceCanada
to house CSIP data. This will eliminate the
need to maintain two layers of database
reporting, and two layers of database
costs. Streamlining process and cost are
both important for the effectiveness and
long-term sustainability of the program.
Over the past year, the CSF worked
with TraceCanada to establish the
sheep industry’s database requirements,
prioritize the development of key database
components and put together a small
group of producers to test the database’s
‘base model’.
This information will be used over the
course of the next year to finalize the
database build. The new database will
then be beta tested by industry before
the existing CSIP data is migrated to the
new system. Once existing data has been
moved to the new database, producers
will be provided access to the program to
manage their own information.
The CSF has worked through the past
year engaging in traceability consultations
with other livestock sectors, Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), and
the CFIA. The Canadian sheep industry
logged a few ‘wins’ through the first round
of traceability consultations convincing
lawmakers to move away from ‘move-out’
reporting requirements that would put the
onus of reporting movements squarely
on producers, and adopt a strategy
of mandating ‘move-in’ reporting at all
receiving sites.
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Not only does this reduce workload and
cost to producers, it ensures a more
thorough movement reporting strategy that
is sure to capture all an animals movements
over its lifespan. This will also standardize
movement reporting requirements with
other species and simplify the system for
everyone involved.
One contentious program element yet to be
resolved is the concept of tag activation. The
CFIA continues to suggest that producers
be required to activate tags before animals
leave the farm of origin, meaning producers
would have to report to the database that
tags have been applied to animals along
with information about tagging dates,
location and animal-specific information.
The CSF continues to advocate that
tag activation take place when the first
movement of the tag is reported. This
eliminates the need for filing an additional
report that is easily captured through other
means. In the year to come, the CSF will
continue to push back against tag activation.

Within both the context of developing a
full traceability program and continuously
evaluating
the
Canadian
Sheep
Identification Program, the CSF is looking
at animal identification options that make
both programs effective, manageable
and affordable. With the speed at which
technology changes, its important to ensure
that the programs have enough flexibility
built into them to remain current. Because a
full traceability system pulls together a vast
number of technologies including different
software, hardware and personnel at every
critical point, we have to be certain that the
technologies can all work together.
Look for even more advances in traceability
in the year to come.
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Scrapie Eradication Program
The Voluntary Scrapie Flock Certification Program (VSFCP) plays an importnant role in
ensuring the health of our national flock.
Number of producers currently enrolled on the VSFCP: 44
• One producer enrolled on Pathway 2
• Two producers enrolled on Pathway 3, both have achieved Level Certified
status
Total number of producers enrolled since implementation of VSFCP: 160
• Total number producers that enrolled in 2014: 5
• Currently there are 32 sheep producers & 12 goat producers enrolled
The CFIA reecently released its annual report on the National Scrapie Eradication
Program.Tremendous efforts are being made to ensure the health of the national flock
through surveillance testing. The goal of the scrapie surveillance program is to identify
infected animals, so that proper steps can be taken to eradicate the disease from
Canada.
Through the program, samples are collected for testing. These samples are collected
at farms, auction markets, animal health laboratories, deadstock facilities and slaughter
facilities.

Scrapie surveillance
is a shared
responsibility.
Sheep and goat
producers, industry,
veterinarians and
governments all
have a role to play.
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In 2014
2450

1020
mature small
ruminants
ordered
destroyed and
scrapie tested

sheep
genotyped at
the CFIA scrapie
laboratory

1620

live animal screening
tests done on small
ruminants in scrapie
investigations

7
Classical cases of
scrapie found

5 goat (ON)
2 sheep
(ON, QC)

Figure 3. Scrapie sampling proportions by sampling location and by species
sampled. These charts include both surveillance and disease investigation
samples.
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Figure 1. Scrapie Sampling and Classical Scrapie Cases (infected flocks or herds)
from 2005 to 2014.

Figure 2 (below) shows which farms were identified through surveillance and which farms were
identified through scrapie investigations. It is critical that every infected farm that is detected
is then investigated to identify the potential source farms of the infection or other farms where
infected animals may have been sold. This is particularly important for a disease like scrapie
which is difficult to detect.
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FSFP Program
In 2014, the Canadian Sheep Federation (CSF) developed a project that would see the
expansion of the Food Safe Farm Practices (FSFP) Program. Project activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating animal care and biosecurity training into the existing FSFP
Program
Updating the food safety component of the Program
Seeking CFIA Recognition through Technical Review Part Two.
Expanding the pool of eligible Program auditors to provide greater
opportunity for producer certification
Updating the in-person and online producer training formats
Rebranding FSFP Program; and
Communication to producers, stake holders, retailers and consumers

The project plans to revamp the existing FSFP Program to allow producers to demonstrate
responsible management practices, while ensuring confidence in proper animal rearing
at the farm level with the entire value chain. Brand development and recognition will be
the main focus of the project. To date, the CSF and its provincial partners have provided
on-farm food safety training to over 2,000 Canadians. Figure below shows the number of
producers trained by province. The majority of producers received their training via online
training modules.
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Sheep Value Chain Round Table
The Canadian Sheep Federation works closely with the Sheep Value Chain Round Table
(ShVCRT) and where it can, supports Round Table activities. Through the course of
the past year, the ShVCRT has addressed a number of broad-reaching industry issues
through the efforts of its working groups.

Medications

In working with the PMC, Health Canada and Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada, the Medications Working group identified two
drugs that can be approved quickly via label change (long-acting
oxytetracycline and decoquinate). Health Canada determined
the information needed for the assessment and PMC agreed to
undertake the collection of this information via literature review,
which once completed was included in a submission package to
Health Canada for product approval.

Expansion

In addition to exploring options for a national cost of production
tool that could help standardize calculations and allow for a
national benchmarking system, the Expansion Working Group
revised the industry’s lenders presentation. This presentation
is meant to provide lenders with detailed information about the
sheep industry and support lending to the sector.

Meat
Quality

Research
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The Meat Quality Working Group undertook a survey of
provincial and federal processing plants to better understand
how grading and classification is carried out across the country.
The Working Group is also developing an approach to explaining
the differences between grading and classification systems
(including terminology) to ensure a better informed discussion
amongst all stakeholders with regard to the system that would
better suit the needs of the sector.

The Research Working Group created a list of past research
projects conducted in different sectors of the sheep industry to
serve as a reference for all stakeholders. The Working Group
then prioritized a list of potential research projects as suggested
by the industry and created a research strategy to help engage
funding agencies. This research strategy will help focus the
industry’s efforts on the most pressing research needed.

State of
the Industry
Report
Compared to 2013

52-73%
Lamb prices in 2014

2014 saw continued positive trends
for the industry with higher sheep
and lamb prices and increased
domestic consumption. Careful
attention should be paid to the
impact that the decreasing ewe
flock and replacement inventories
will have on domestic supply. The
industry has the opportunity to
expand within the domestic market,
and displace increasing imports but
will need to increase its capacity
in order to take advantage of the
increasing demand for sheep lamb
in Canada.

2.1%

Lamb processed in 2014

1.1%

Consumption in 2014

1.1%

Ewe flock in 2014

$500, 000

exported product in 2014
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Inventories
The national ewe flock decreased in size in 2014 for a third consecutive year. July 1,
2014 Statistics Canada numbers indicate that the ewe flock was down 1.1% (6,300
head) to 559,800 head compared to 566,100 in July 2013.
• Nova Scotia was the only province to demonstrate growth in the ewe flock,
up by 1.5% from 12,900 to 13,100 ewes
• Newfoundland/Labrador and Prince Edward Island maintained the size of
their ewe flocks at 1,100 and 3,800 head respectively
• All other provinces saw a decrease in their ewe flocks.
• Ontario’s ewe flock decreased by the largest number of ewes,
down 1,900 head (1%) to 180,100 ewes
• New Brunswick demonstrated the largest percentage loss, down
7.3% from 4,100 in 2013 to 3,800 head
The July 1, 2014, lamb inventory reports show that both the market and replacement
lamb inventories were down in 2014 compared to the same time in 2013. Replacement
lambs were down 4.7% from 100,700 in 2013 to 96,000 in 2014. Similarly, market lambs
inventories were down 4% from 431,800 to 414,200 head in 2014.
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Consumption
Provincially and federally inspected facilities cumulatively
reported a 2.1% increase in 2014 slaughter rates,
processing 580,775 head compared to 568,794 in
2013.
• Quebec, Atlantic and Western facilities processed
fewer sheep and lambs in 2014 than in 2013, where
Ontario abattoirs slaughtered 5.8% more animals in
2014.
• Ontario facilities slaughter the largest volume of
animals nationally, 55% of the sheep and lambs
killed in Canada in 2014.
Per capita consumption of lamb and mutton remained
fairly steady through 2014 at approximately 0.97 kg.
This number remains low compared to 5 years ago,
when in 2010 Canadians consumed 1.1 kg of lamb
and mutton per capita. However, total Canadian
consumption was up in 2014 with 40,140 metric tonnes
of lamb and mutton consumed (compared to 35,550
tonnes in 2013), the largest domestic disappearance of
sheep and lamb since 2007.

Prices
Sheep and lamb prices were up again in 2014. Sungold
Specialty Meats Ltd (Alberta) reported December 2014
Index 100 base rail average prices 52.4% higher than
December 2013, and liveweight prices for feeder lambs
(50-100lbs) up 73.3% to $1.75-$2.40/lb.
Average Ontario auction prices rose for lambs in 2014,
with 80-94lb lambs seeing the largest price increases to
$216.40/cwt (a 28.1% increase over 2013). The value
of cull ewes rebounded in 2014, with both Ontario and
Quebec auctions posting average price increases of
41.2% and 27.4% respectively.
According to Statistics Canada, sheep and lamb farm
cash receipts rose sharply in 2014, up 33.2% and worth
$156.9 million compared to $117.8 million in 2013.
Meanwhile, Farm Operating Expenses continued to rise
in 2014, up 2.2% from 2013.

44.2%

Imports

live imports

LIVE ANIMALS
Majority live animal imports into Canada continue
to be those going directly to slaughter or into
feedlots. From 10,331 head imported, only
110 head, worth approximately $31,524 and
representing 1% of total imports were destined
for breeding purposes.

compared to 2013

$2.2

value of live imports

5.7%

PRODUCTS
Canada imported more sheep and lamb products
in 2014 than it did in 2013, marking yet another
year of increased imports. $164.8 million worth
of sheep and lamb cuts, and $1.1 million in half
and whole carcasses were imported in 2014
compared to $1.38 million and $854,541 in cuts
and carcasses, respectively, in 2013.

983 metric tonnes product

Canada has continued
to be a net importer of
sheep and lamb since
2003, before which
the country was a net
exporter of live animals.

The majority of imported products (by volume)
originate from New Zealand (56%), Australia
(41%) and the United States (1.4%). Australia
lost considerable market share to New Zealand
in 2014, having contributed 62% of the imports
in 2013.

Imports of Animals & Products
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Exports
LIVE ANIMALS
Canada exported a few more
live animals in 2014 compared
to 2013, shipping 4,054 head
worth approximately $433,937,
all to the US. The total number
of exported animals was up from
3,945 head in 2013, although the
value of exports decreased by
8% to $433,937 from $471,065
in 2013. By comparison, Canada
exported $18.7 million in live
animals in 2002.
PRODUCTS
In 2014, Canada exported just over $506,000 worth of sheep and lamb cuts and
carcasses, either chilled or frozen, compared to a 2013 export value of over $1 million.
In total, 131,029 kg of product was exported in 2014 vs the 398,938 kg exported the
year before. A sharp drop in the volume of frozen bone-in and boneless cuts to the US
accounts for the marked decline in 2014 exports.

Exports of Animals & Products
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Provincial Updates

Mission: To promote sustained growth and development of a unified, market
responsive, profitable, commercially viable sheep and wool industry in British
Columbia.
•

Hosted educational seminar and field day that coincided with the BCSF Annual
General

•

Meeting in Maple Ridge. Highlights – Jennifer Woods, Livestock Handling
specialist on “Putting the Code of Practice into Practice”, Corlena Patterson
of CSF on “Integration of National Sheep Biosecurity Standard and Code of
Practice into Food Safe Farm Practices” and “Traceability-Changes to animal
movement reporting”, Gillian Watt on of BC Assn of Abbatoirs on the BC
Quality Meats Information System and Nancy Marshall, BC Premium Lamb
Marketing

•

Publish the N’Ewes, a quarterly sheep newsletter that connects sheep
producers from the regional sheep associations

•

Participated in several agricultural initiatives and meetings, including BCFarm
Animal Care Council, Premium BC Lamb workshops, predation program, and
regional field days

•

Member of the BC Agriculture Council

•

Member of the BC Association of Abattoirs as partner for BC Premium Lamb
program

Website http://www.bcsheepfed.com/
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Above all, ALP enables the sheep industry and its producers to have a
voice, to be at the table when decisions are being made and to encourage
the development and success of the industry.
Alberta Lamb Producers operates under the Marketing of Agricultural Products Act.
Funded by a mandatory but refundable check off of $1.50, paid with purchase of
each CSIP tag, ALP supports every producer in our province. The check off paid is the
producers’ investment in the sheep industry: it provides for the operational expenses,
communications and advocacy from ALP. In addition, it enables the organisation to
create, obtain funding and manage industry development projects. From providing
management resources to promoting the lamb produced, ALP gives producers a
great return on their investment.
COMMUNICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Website – www.ablamb.ca – free access to production resources, industry
links, events and contacts, free classified ads for producers.
N’ewesletter – mailed four times a year, free classified ads and cost-effective
display ads.
N’ewesline – free email service that delivers timely information to your inbox.
Go to www.ablamb.ca to sign up or email admin@ablamb.ca
Marketline – sign up for free weekly email listing market prices in Alberta and
Ontario. NEW! Graph mapping the market trends. Go to www.ablamb.ca to
sign up or email admin@ablamb.ca
YouTube/sheepcentral – check out new industry videos!

PRODUCER MEETINGS & SEMINARS
•

Four zone meetings in October/November 2015

•

Meet the Board 2014/5 – sessions in Leduc, Airdrie and Stettler featuring
speakers on marketing and lambing. One more coming up in Lethbridge,
January 30 2015!

•

Producer Meeting – Airdrie, November 2014, guest speaker Chris Lloyd from
UK

•

Live Webinar – November 14, 2015 feeding when hay is short with Dale
Engstrom.
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New Brunswick
Sheep Breeders' Association

Our activities in 2015 have focused
on the implementation of the
Saskatchewan Sheep Development
Board Strategic Plan and “Plan for
Growth 2020”.
Both documents are very closely
related however the Plan for Growth is
focused completely on the growth of the
Saskatchewan sheep industry, growth
being measured in the number of lambs
produced, not only by ewe numbers. We
continue to work on creating a positive
environment for lamb production in the
province. We believe that if we create the
environment the production will come.
A highlight of our activities this past year
has been the production of an industry
promotional video that is posted on our
website www.sksheep.com. We have had
very positive feedback on the video.
Traceability and animal welfare activities
have become more of a priority. Our
Ministry continues to view traceability as
voluntary. However, support for traceability
implementation is available and is being
encouraged. The SSDB current focus on
traceability implementation is encouraging
producers to register for a PID number.
We are supportive of the work being done
by the Canadian Sheep Federation and
thank Arlette Seib for representing our
province at CSF.
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The New Brunswick Sheep Breeders’
Association is a small, but active,
organization with members from across the
province. Membership in the association is
voluntary and there is no provincial lamb
checkoff. The NBSBA pays its dues to the
CSF in the form of a (CSIP) tag fee of $0.25
per tag, which is collected at the point of
sale and forwarded to CSF each month.
The association meets in person only twice
per year but holds regular conference calls,
as required.
Activities include planning tours and
seminars for the membership, consulting
with the provincial government on issues
affecting the sheep industry and an annual
barbecue and tour held on a different
member’s farm each year. Our latest activity
was a bus tour of 35 members to Prince
Edward Island, which visited the farms of
Dean & Bernice Good, Allister & Margaret
Veinot, and Carol & John MacLeod.
Although New Brunswick has a relatively
small sheep industry, we receive funding
from the provincial government for specific
programs, including genetic enhancement,
purchase of handling systems and flock
health.

The Manitoba Sheep Association
continues to see an active interest
in sheep production in the province.
Our sheep numbers have increased
and we are now home to the largest
ewe flock in the country!
Our AGM was held in Portage la Prairie
on March 7, 2015. Along with the usual
business aspects of the meeting we were
privileged to have Dr. Michel Levy of the
University of Calgary as a speaker. He
and his colleagues are currently helping
producers elevate awareness of the
importance of parasite control and identify
them in their flocks.
Friendly Manitoba hosted the All Canada
Sheep Classic from June 24 to 28. There
was a good turn-out of sheep exhibits
and from all reports, the sale results
were satisfactory. The event was held at
the Red River Exhibition grounds on the
western edge of Winnipeg, which provided
excellent facilities for exhibitors and the
urban public!

On October 9 the MSA sponsored a
field trip to two diverse sheep farms: Pat
Smith’s Sheep and Lamb Farms Ltd.
facility in Sarto, Eastern Manitoba, and
Wayne McDonald’s Farm in Cartwright,
Western Manitoba. Both farms had
a 10:30 and a 2:30 tour, and from all
accounts, participants found both Pat’s
and Wayne’s farms to be exceptional even
though they are at opposite ends of the
production model. Pat lambs 5000 ewes,
3 times every 2 years, and Wayne’s 1000head Clun Forest Flock lamb on pasture
in June.
We are optimistic about the future of the
bourgeoning sheep industry in Manitoba!
Herman Bouw,
MSA Chair
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With another year behind us, it is time to reflect on the performance of the Ontario
Sheep Marketing Agency (OSMA). The Strategic Plan continues to have 4 Key
Strategic Directions: Advocacy; Market Development; Industry Capacity and;
Organizational Development. Included in the Plan were industry targets to be used
as a way of measuring the success of the plan’s implementation.
Despite setting an industry target of increasing the ewe flock by 20% by 2020 (to 222,720),
the ewe flock shrank with Statistics Canada reporting 177,400 ewes as of January 2014.
The number of Ontario animals processed in 2014 won’t be released until the end of the
year, however, it appears as though we can expect to see an increase in the number of
animals processed. The 2020 target for per capita consumption is 1.04 kg/person/year,
which is still below the industry peak of 1.17 kg/person/year in 2004. In 2014, 1.01 kg of
lamb was consumed per person.
Throughout the past year, OSMA focused on the following tasks:
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•

Advocacy work resulted in the hiring of a new provincial Small Ruminant
Specialist. Other areas of key advocacy work were in the areas of the Risk
Management Program, a Sheep Finance Program and the ability to investigate
production insurance.

•

Market development efforts included partnering the Food Bloggers of Canada,
Mushrooms Canada, and Asparagus Farmers of Ontario for lamb recipe
development, advertising in Horizon Magazine and the TTC and work on
programs related to market access (i.e., Scrapie Eradication, and OFFS)

•

Building industry capacity efforts included offering the Master Shepherd’s
Course to Ontario producers; adding a video library to the www.ontariosheep.
org website, support for GenOvis and partnering the TSE Stores

•

As part of OSMA’s commitment to its Organizational Capacity, governance
training is offered to all new Board members and staff and the continued
implementation of OSMA’s five year strategic plan

Phone: 613-652-1824 or 1-888-684-7739
Fax: 613-652-1599
PO BOX 10 Williamsburg PO
Williamsburg, ON
K0C 2H0

www.cansheep.ca

Financials were not available at the time of printing.

